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INTRODUCTION
in Las Vegas with family over Spring Break my brother and I were trying to find the current scores for
NBA games. We walked past the sports book where there was a large display of scores for every sport.
These scores would refresh every few minutes (figure 1). I thought this system was interesting…then
suddenly I thought it would be awesome to make one of my own, except in the style of an NBA
scoreboard similar to those at an arena.

FIGURE 1: SPORTSBOOK DISPLAY

Due the amount of steps required to implement such a device, the detail of software and hardware will
be in the same order the data is collected, parsed, and finally displayed. Also I wrote this report quickly,
late, and tired…so there might be many mistakes in grammar (I suck at English) and missing details. If
you have any questions you can always contact me from my contact page on www.kiantech.me
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Collecting Data
The first significant challenge was trying to find how to collect game data. At first searching the internet
for already formatted xml score data immediately turned up services that cost money, as much as $1000
a month. Clearly paying for such a service was not feasible, I had to write my own. Following
researching a few HTML parsers I had trouble getting them to work. After many days of frustration I
finally remembered Mac OSX includes an application called Automator (figure 2). Without hesitation I
opened the application and looked under internet services (figure 3). I selected
“display webpage” with the field NBA.com. Next I selected the service “get
text from webpage” and looked at the results. A large amount of text was
saved and after stepping
through, Automator did
not produce any actual
score data. This was due
to the way the NBA
website is architecture.
All score information is
FIGURE 2 - AUTOMATOR ICON
displayed
using
an
Adobe Flash plugin. There had to be a better
solution. While on my mobile phone I typed
nba.com, I was redirected to m.nba.com a mobile
version of the website. This website is much
simpler and all score information is displayed in
FIGURE 3 - AUTOMATOR APPLICATION
plaintext. Out of
NYK 102 @ BOS 112, F
ATL 85 @ CHA 96, F
curiosity I immediately set Automator to
WAS 93 @ CLE 100, F
IND 74 @ ORL 92, F
grab text from the mobile NBA website.
CHI 84 @ IND 89 F
DET 104 @ PHI 100, F
DAL 16 @ POR 11 1st Qtr 1:00
The
amount
of
text
it
produced
was
MIA 97 @ TOR 79, F
SAS 2 @ MEM 4 1st Qtr 11:00
NJN 92 @ CHI 97, F
OKC 0 @ DEN 0 10:00 pm ET
significantly less than the desktop
NOH 89 @ DAL 121, F
HOU 121 @ MIN 102, F
website and actual score data was now
FIGURE 4 FILTERED DATA
MIL 110 @ OKC 106, F
DEN 103 @ UTA 107, F
visible inside. Playing around with
POR 86 @ GSW 110, F
Automator some more I found a service that will filter text. Knowing all
MEM 103 @ LAC 110, F
SAS 103 @ PHX 106, F
NBA games had an ‘@’ symbol on their line I decided to “filter paragraphs”
LAL 116 @ SAC 108, F
with the ‘@’ symbol as the parameter. The results (figure 4/5) were exactly
what I was hoping for. Finally this text was saved as nba.txt. Now I had a
reliable way collecting score information over the internet, however, after many samples of data, a new
challenge arose, the data collected significantly differed depending on the current status of a game. The
best solution was to have software computer side to parse and convert the data into a known format.
FIGURE 5 FILTERED DATA

NBA File Parser
To convert data into a known format I wanted to use a higher level programming language to ease
development. I decided on Java as it is portable, same source code works on all major operating systems,
had very good documentation online, and later its exceptions producing and handling features became
an essential tool while developing.
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FIGURE 6 – NBAFILEPARSER ARCHITECTURE

The program I wrote, NBAFileParser.java (figure 6), began by reading in the first line from
nba.txt. To help ease parsing I wanted to remove all the unnecessary text for the text file such as,
random characters, channel information and spaces, I called this method removeJunk(String
str), figure 7 shows a snippet of what the method does. As shown in figure 7 this method converts
final periods to 9, halftime to 8, and overtime to 5 to insure an integer is always at the end when parsing.
Now that relevant data could be collected, I created two more methods, getNextLetter(),
getNextNum(), that would return the position of either
str = str.replaceAll("ST","");
str = str.replaceAll(",","");
the next number or next letter. When the position is found
str = str.replaceAll("TNT","");
the data is saved into its proper parameter. However, as
str = str.replaceAll("AM","");
str = str.replaceAll("PM","");
str = str.replaceAll("ESPN","");
str = str.replaceAll("NBATV","");
str = str.replaceAll(":","");
str = str.replaceAll("HALFTIME","8");
str = str.replaceAll("F","9");
str = str.replaceAll("OT","5");
FIGURE 7 - REMOVE JUNK FRAGMENT

seen in figure 4 time remaining is the final
parameter in the string which can vary
between three and four characters in
length. Originally my program would parse
for four values, but if there were only three

try
{
time = str.substring(pos,pos+4);
}
catch(java.lang.StringIndexOutOfBoundsException e)
{
time = "0" + str.substring(pos,pos+3);
}
finally
{

NBA game = new
NBA(teamA,teamB,tAScore,tBScore,qtr,time);
return game

}

FIGURE 8 - TRY CATCH EXAMPLE
values a StringIndexOutOfBounds
exception is thrown, crashing the program.
Changing the parser to only read three values made it impossible to distinguish between 11:00 and 1:00
minutes remaining. Luckily Java allows the catching of such exceptions. As highlighted in figure 8 the
program first tries to grab four data points for time, then if an exception is thrown it is caught and only
three data points are captured. After all data has
TA:CHI;SA:084;TB:IND;SB:089;QTR:9;T:0000;
TA:DAL;SA:082;TB:POR;SB:084;QTR:9;T:0000;
been parsed and captured the data is saved to a file
TA:SAS;SA:010;TB:MEM;SB:011;QTR:1;T:0459;
in an exact format (figure 9) to output.txt.
FIGURE 9 - OUTPUT FORMAT
Scores will always be three digits, quarters will
always be an integer, and time will always be four
digits. This constant format significantly eases microcontroller development.
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NBA Write
Now that the NBA data has been parsed and saved into a known format, the data has to be transmitted to
the microcontroller. The best way to transmit data from a computer is from a serial port to the UART
input on the microcontroller. I decided to write a new Java program NBAWrite.java that would take
data from output.txt and transmit it out the serial port (see figure 10). As simple as this sounded,

FIGURE 10 - NBA WRITE ARCHITECTURE

transmitting from the serial port in Java is not very easy. Java programs execute in a Java Virtual
Machine on top of the native operating system, this is what allows Java programs to run on different
architectures with a single compile. After a few days of researching online I found a Java Library RXTX
(rxtx.qbang.org), which is an open source API that simplifies output to a serial port. Before the library
could be used a few configurations steps had to be completed. RXTX.jar, the API library, and
librxtxSerial.jnilib, a hardware specific driver, had to be placed in the Java extensions folder
in OSX. Think of librxtxSerial.jnilib as a middleman driver for the virtual machine to
communicate with the native operating system’s serial driver. Once configured outputting to the serial
port worked great, and reliably.

Serial Hardware
Now that outputting to the serial port was no longer and issue, the proper hardware had to be purchased.
After researching several UART chips, the FTDI FT232 USB to UART IC fit the needs of my
application, as it had USB in and UART out. The communications
settings between the computer and ATMega32 can be seen in
figure 12. Finally having a computer tied to the scoreboard was not
Parameter

Setting

BAUD

9600

Parity

None

Stop Bits

2

FIGURE 11 – XBEE WIRELESS MODULE
FIGURE 12 - UART PARAMETERS 9600N2

ideal, during final stages of development XBEE wireless nodes (figure 11) were added to transmit
UART data from the FTDI chip to the microcontroller. Using X-CTU configuration was simple and
quick. XBEEs are transparent to hardware and act like a “wireless wire”.
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Automation
To automate all tasks on the computer end UNIX has a service manager, launchd.
Using LingOn an OSX GUI application to set up launchd services I was able to write a
script to run the Automator application and java programs every 60 seconds.

FIGURE 13 - LINGON ICON

Collect Data / Display Data
for(int i=0; i<16; i++)
{
if(stop == 1)
{
break;
}
while(1)
{
if(j != 41)
{
j++;
}
else {
j=0;
}
NBA_DATA[i][j] = USART_Receive();
USART_Transmit(NBA_DATA[i][j]);
USART_Transmit(((char) games)+ 48);
if(NBA_DATA[i][0] != 'G')
{
games++;
j++;
}
else
{
stop = 1;
break;
}
}
}

The game data is collected via the UART
port on the microcontroller. Because the
amount of games on a given day is
unknown, the worst-case scenario is if all
30 teams are playing (15 games). To insure
that the program does not crash,
NBA_DATA[16][41] array allocates
enough memory for 15 games and G stop
bit. As data comes in the microcontroller
collects the data from output.txt into the
array. When the G stop bit is detected the
program breaks out of its loop. Once all
data is collected the microcontroller loops
and waits for more data. A timer interrupt is
set to display a different game every 5
seconds.

Hardware: Team Names
Team names are displayed on an 8*32 LED
matrix display (Sure Electronics 3208 figure

FIGURE 14 - UART CODE FRAGMENT

15). The LED matrix is an SPI like interface

FIGURE 15 - SURE 3208 LED MATRIX
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that is very difficult to get working because it requires to be bit banged. After having a lot of trouble I
found a driver for ATMega chips on http://voltsandbytes.com. However, the driver online did not
provide a look up table for letters. After writing a look up table, more than 10% of RAM was used by
this look up table.

Storing Constants in Program Memory
Having 10% of RAM allocated for a look up table that will never need modification is a waste;
especially on a resource limited chip such as the ATMega32 (2kbytes SRAM). The AVR library offers a
very elegant solution to this kind of problem, storing a look up table into program memory. When
initializing the array only a few
#include <avr/pgmspace.h>
modifications have to be made. The source
const unsigned char alphabet[27][8] PROGMEM = {
file
must
now
#include
{0x3E,0x7E,0xD0,0x90,0xD0,0x7E,0x3E,0x00}, /*A*/
{0x82,0xFE,0xFE,0x92,0x92,0xFE,0x6C,0x00}, /*B*/
<avr/pgmspace.h> and the array must
{0x78,0x7C,0xC6,0x82,0x82,0xC6,0x44,0x00}, /*C*/
have const and PROGMEM added, see
{0x82,0xFE,0xFE,0x82,0xC6,0x7C,0x38,0x00}, /*D*/
{0x82,0xFE,0xFE,0x92,0xBA,0x82,0xC6,0x00}, /*E*/
(figure 16). To access the data from
FIGURE 16 - PROGRAM MEMORY INITIALIZE FRAGMENT
program
memory
(figure
17)
pgm_read_byte(&(alphabet[letter-65][j])));
pgm_read_byte(&( must be added
around the original array that is being read.
FIGURE 17 - PROGRAM MEMORY READ FRAGMENT
After compiling with the new modifications
RAM usage went from 10% to 0% instantly.

Seven Segment Displays
This NBA scoreboard utilizes three differently sized seven segment displays
(figure 18): four five-inch displays for the score, one four-inch display for the
quarter, and four two-inch displays for the time. The five-inch displays required
18V power rails while the four and
two-inch displays required 8V rails,
however the ATMega32 required 5V
power rails. Also each display
required 7 pins (figure 19) to control
each segment. With nine displays and
seven segments, sixty-three digital
pins would be required to control all
nine displays. A better solution must
exist. After searching online I found
the Texas Instruments TLC5916
(figure 20) LED driving 8-bit shift
register. The IC runs on 5V and can
control LED displays up to 20V. The
FIGURE 19 - 7 SEGMENT PINOUT
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FIGURE 18 - 7 SEGMENT DISPLAY

FIGURE 20 - TI TLC5916
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shit register
has a pin
specifically to
a resistor to
easily limit

also
place

FIGURE 21 - CASCADE SCHEMATIC

shift register has a pin specifically to place a resistor to easily limit current to all LEDs. The TLC5916
also makes it really easy to cascade several drivers (figure 21), significantly saving IO. Cascading works
by having a data in (SDI) and data out (SDO) pins on a device. When data is sifted into the register, the
old data in the register is shifted out. Doing this several times data is shifted to the appropriate display.
When each byte is at the proper register, chip select (LE) goes low latching all data in each register and
turning on the appropriate pins.

Seven Segment Backpack
Each segment was now controlled by a TLC5916
LED driver register and needed an elegant way to be
attached. I designed a circuit to allow the registers
(figure 22) to be
easily daisy chained.
Looking closely at
the schematic every
pin on the input side
is the same as that
output side with
exception to the data
pins. On the input
end SDI is connected
FIGURE 23 - DIASY CHAIN PROTOTYPE
to pin 3 while on the
output end pin 3 is
connected to SDO. This setup is necessary for cascading
to work as shown in figure 21. A prototype was put

FIGURE 22 - DAISY CHAIN SCHEMATIC
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together and tested (figure 23). As shown, the prototype does not look very reliable, and after spending
two hours constructing one, while needing eight more, it was time to order printed circuit boards.

Printed Circuit Board

FIGURE 24 – PCB LAYOUT

Having no experience with printed circuit design I
thought it would be extremely difficult. Following a
Spark Fun tutorial online (http://www.sparkfun.com/
tutorials/108) I had a PCB (figure 24) out for
processing in one night. I used Eagle CAD free edition
to create my schematics and Gerber files. Because the
TLC5916 8-bit shift register was not in any eagle
libraries I had to construct a new device and footprint
for the chip. Creating a new part was easy following a
second
Spark
Fun
tutorial
(http://www.sparkfun.com/tutorials/110) . I also used
an existing 16-pin DIP footprint for my PCB layout.
After one month processing time (BatchPCB.com) I
had myself my first PCB (figure 25). Each sevensegment display has one of these boards solder to
them.

FIGURE 25 – PCB IN PHYSICAL HAND
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FIGURE 26 - LED BACKPACK CASCADED
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Construction
Final construction of the NBA scoreboard took several weeks. The housing was made out of a sheet of
tri-ply and 2” thick framing for support and depth. Slots were measured and precisely for accurate and
symmetrical positioning (figure 27). Next the board was painted black (figure 28).

FIGURE 27 - BOARD WITH CUTOUT/CUTOUT MARKS

FIGURE 28 - PAINTED BOARD
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All of the displays were mounted onto the board and a colon was hard wired in (figure 30), a switch was
added to (figure 29) the side and polymethyl-methacrylate (plexiglass) was mounted on top of the board
to give a finished glossy look (figure 31).

FIGURE 29 - POWER SWITCH

FIGURE 30 - BACK OF DISPLAY

FIGURE 31 - FULLY CONSTRUCTED
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MISC.
At peak power, every LED on and wireless being utilized, the board uses 2.0A at 18V (36W). This
power hungry device has three 5V regulators, one 8V regulator, and an 18V power supply. All of the
regulators have heat sinks attached to them because they become very hot during use.
Currently there is an issue where the shift registers do not always latch the correct data. The problem is
fixed by attaching the STK600 ISP cable to the main board. I am still researching why connecting the
board fixes it, I have many decoupling capacitors and all my grounds are connected. The STK600 has
some circuitry in it that is cleaning up the signals.

Future Work
1. I am planning on writing a Java GUI application that can be used to write custom scores to the
scoreboard, for a party or personal sporting event. No modification to the microcontroller is
required.
2. Write new code for other sports, NFL, MLB, NHL, etc. To do this a new file parser would have
to be written, all other code would not require modification.
3. Port this device to work under other operating systems; Java makes that process very easily.
Currently Automator is OSX only. I found a Java based open source HTML parser that originally
was over my head, but now with full quarters of experience the parser does not appear as difficult
when taking a second look.
4. Write a mobile application that could update the scoreboard over Bluetooth; this would be a
much better GUI than one on a desktop.

Conclusion
This project has allowed me to take a vision I only dreamed about before into a working product. From
research, to design, to final construction, this project exercised all skills an engineer is expected to have.
Overall I did not have much difficulty putting things together, this was not by luck, every device, and
every component individually had their own difficulty and frustration. However I built, tested, and tested
again each device individually before placing them into the final product. Not one device relies on
another to function properly.
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